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CHANTILLY [R-H] - 10 May 
Race 1 - PRIX DES GRANDES ECURIES -  1600m HCP CL2. Purse EUR €50,000. 

1. BILLABONG CAT - Tenth behind It's All A Dream and Ciccio Boy over track and trip latest but capable of 

going well. 

2. IT'S ALL A DREAM - Four from eight over course and distance including a success two back. Hard to 

ignore. 

3. NORDESTE - Dropped 1kg for being well beaten over this trip at Bordeaux. More required. 

4. KINGSHOLM - Others may prove better placed on stable debut following a break. 

5. BROUILLARD - Could find the frame following a Class Two handicap third at Longchamp. Stable debut. 

6. OXALIS - 1L fourth in a 1600m handicap at Bordeaux. Not dismissed on first outing at this venue. 

7. LEPTI PRINSADI - Placed five times from seven outings on the AW. Has the form to be involved under a 

top jockey. 

8. BACIVER - Close fourth on second handicap outing behind It's All A Dream and Ciccio Boy. Each-way 

player. 

9. MANDARIN - Not won in seven outings over this trip and others hold stronger claims. 

10. L'IENISSEI - Dual AW winner but needs a bit more than when eighth over 1400m at Longchamp latest. 

11. MARRAKECH MOON - Won a Class Two handicap over this trip at Saint-Cloud last outing. Claims upped 

3kg. 

12. CIRANO - Makes handicap debut following a trio of Class Two conditions runs. Market will guide. 

13. QUARTILLA - Fifth behind some of these over course and distance last-time out. Makes stable debut. 

14. CICCIO BOY - Disappointed on turf latest but can bounce back with an excellent course and distance 

record. 

15. SUPER SUPER SONIC - Good third at Deauville AW after a break. Cannot be dismissed lightly. 

16. TANTPISPOUREUX - Five wins from twelve outings overs 1600m and better than he showed latest. 

Noted. 

Summary: There should be more to come from MARRAKECH MOON (11) who won a Class Two handicap 
over this trip at Saint-Cloud last outing. Major chance. TANTPISPOUREUX (16) has an outstanding five wins 
from twelve outings over 1600m and better than he showed latest. Notable runner. It looks hard to ignore IT'S 
ALL A DREAM (2) who is four from eight at this course and distance including a success two back. Leading 
chance. LEPTI PRINSADI (7) has placed five times from seven outings on the AW and cannot be dismissed. 
BACIVER (8) holds each-way claims. 

Selections 

MARRAKECH MOON (11) - TANTPISPOUREUX (16) - IT'S ALL A DREAM (2) - LEPTI PRINSADI (7) - 
BACIVER (8)  
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Race 2 - PRIX DE LA MERE MARIE -  1000m UNR. Purse EUR €27,000. 

1. OCTOBER CHOPE - Daughter of Kheleyf making her debut. Betting can guide. 

2. ALIGHT - Debutante by Shalaa out of a G2 winning mare. Not entirely discounted. 

3. LADY FRASQUITA - Unraced filly by Iffraaj. Market check required. 

4. KOKACHIN - Unraced filly by Kodiac and interesting Demuro takes the ride on debut. 

5. GOLD IN GREAT - Nicely-bred debutante by sire No Nay Never. Represents a top yard. 

6. QUITE THE DILEMMA - Dragon Pulse filly making her debut. Yard do well with juveniles. 

7. SIVANA - Filly by Goken making her debut. Betting likely to prove the best guide. 

8. SPIRIT CUTTER - Unraced filly by Saxon Warrior. Not entirely ruled out. 

9. CLOTVEN - Daughter of Cloth Of Stars making her debut. Market check.  

10. SIVKA BURKA - Filly by leading sire Siyouni who could run well on debut if given a market push. 

11. ARGYLEPINKDIAMOND - Siyouni filly making her debut. Not dismissed. 

Summary: A newcomers race for two-year-old fillies where the market is expected to provide guidance. The 
booking of top jockey Cristian Demuro catches the eye for KOKACHIN (4) and this daughter of Kodiac may 
go well. GOLD IN GREAT (5) is a nicely-bred debutante by sire No Nay Never. Represents a top yard and 
rates highly. Saxon Warrior filly SPIRIT CUTTER (8) is one to note while ARGYLEPINKDIAMOND (11) 
completes the shortlist. 

Selections 

KOKACHIN (4) - GOLD IN GREAT (5) - SPIRIT CUTTER (8) - ARGYLEPINKDIAMOND (11) 
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Race 3 - PRIX DU COQ CHANTANT -  1000m UNR. Purse EUR €27,000. 

1. VINTAGE KOD - Son of Kodiac who needs a market check on debut. 

2. GRECIAN STAR - Unraced colt by Sea The Moon. Notable trainer and jockey combination. 

3. VICIOUS HARRY - Son of Harry Angel who looks speedily bred. Could show up well on debut. 

4. REMINISCE - Unraced colt by Recoletos. Market can guide. 

5. WINTER ARROW - Colt by Dandy Man making his debut. Betting will guide. 

6. SARELLO - Unraced colt by Goken. Soumillon a positive jockey booking. 

7. NEVERSAY - Unraced colt by No Nay Never who represents top connections. Leading player. 

Summary: A newcomers race for two-year-old colts and geldings where the market will prove a telling guide. 
NEVERSAY (7) is a colt by No Nay Never who represents top connections. Leading contender. Kodiac colt 
VINTAGE KOD (1) would be of note if seeing market support while VICIOUS HARRY (3) is speedily bred and 
could show up well. GRECIAN STAR (2) completes the shortlist. 

Selections 

NEVERSAY (7) - VINTAGE KOD (1) - VICIOUS HARRY (3) - GRECIAN STAR (2) 
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Race 4 - PRIX DE GUICHE -  1800m OPEN. Purse EUR €80,000. 

1. KOTARI - Third in maiden company at Langon-Libourne. Plenty to find on ratings. 

2. VADENI - Shaped nicely when fifth in the G3 Prix de Fontainebleau on reappearance at Longchamp. Player. 

3. IMPLEMENTATION - Ventured to the UK and finished fifth in the 1614m Listed Burradon Stakes at 

Newcastle AW. Not dismissed. 

4. DREAMFLIGHT - Just denied second by Mister Saint Paul in the G3 Prix La Force at Longchamp 30 days 

ago. Player. 

5. MISTER SAINT PAUL - Prevailed by a nose when winning the G3 Prix La Force at Longchamp. Notable 

runner. 

6. VALMER MAGIC - Third behind Mister Saint Paul and Dreamflight in the G3 Prix La Force at Longchamp. 

Not dismissed. 

7. MACHETE - Fifth behind some of these in the G3 Prix La Force but may need a bit more. 

Summary: This race looks to revolve around the 1800m G3 Prix La Force at Longchamp a month ago. 
MISTER SAINT PAUL (5) beat DREAMFLIGHT (4) by a nose in that contest and their should be little between 
the pair once more. The former looks on the upgrade and rates highly while the latter is unexposed over this 
trip and must be respected. VADENI (2) shaped nicely when fifth in the G3 Prix de Fontainebleau on 
reappearance. Notable runner. IMPLEMENTATION (3) is another to note. 

Selections 

MISTER SAINT PAUL (5) - DREAMFLIGHT (4) - VADENI (2) - IMPLEMENTATION (3) 
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Race 5 - PRIX DE L'HERMITAGE -  2000m MDN. Purse EUR €27,000. 

1. ARISTONOUS - Staying on fourth over 1600m at Lyon-Parilly. Player upped in trip. 

2. ABASTO - Shown ability in a pair of AW outings. Can show up well on turf. 

3. LEXINGTON GOLD - Well beaten on debut. More required. 

4. LE SCORP - Makes stable debut following a fair third over this trip at Cagnes-sur-Mer AW on debut. 

Chance. 

5. SHANGHAI SPIRIT - Some promise when eighth over 2100m at Longchamp on debut but needs more. 

6. SINBAD LE MARIN - Solid third over 1800m at Fontainebleau latest. Experience can stand him in good 

stead. 

7. SENOR PEDRO - Drops back in trip following a moderate sixth over 2200m at Fontainebleau. 

8. WOOZLE - Non-runner. 

9. WUNDERKNABE - Unraced colt by Sea The Moon. Looks an interesting runner for a top yard. 

Summary: ARISTONOUS (1) caught the eye when a staying on fourth over 1600m at Lyon-Parilly. Notable 
claims upped in trip. SINBAD LE MARIN (6) finished a solid third tackling 1800m at Fontainebleau latest. 
Experience can stand him in good stead and must rate highly. ABASTO (2) has shown enough ability in a pair 
of AW outings and say he can be a factor now tackling turf. LE SCORP (4) cannot be dismissed on stable 
debut having made a promising debut at Cagnes-sur-Mer AW. 

Selections 

ARISTONOUS (1) - SINBAD LE MARIN (6) - ABASTO (2) - LE SCORP (4) 
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Race 6 - PRIX DE LA COMPAGNIE EQUESTRE -  1600m HCP CL3. Purse EUR €20,000. 

1. KYLHEAD - Upped 3kg for a 1600m handicap win at Lyon-Parilly. Not dismissed. 

2. ASSIER - This is his trip but needs to bounce back following a tame effort at Bordeaux. 

3. IPPLING - Dual AW winner who finished a solid third over 1900m at Deauville AW latest. Player. 

4. SHUT DOWN - Must included following a 1.25L third on the AW at Lyon-la-Soie. 

5. BOCCIATORE - Consistent sort who holds each-way claims following a fair course and distance fourth. 

6. LOCKED N' LOADED - Built on a string of good efforts when just prevailing over 1500m on the AW here. 

Leading chance. 

7. ON THE SEA - Interesting that trainer reaches for first-time cheekpieces and that could bring improvement. 

8. MYTHICAL CREATURE - Patchy form and the concern must be she is yet to place from ten starts over this 

trip. 

9. ALBANMAN - Wears first-time blinkers having disappointed over 2000m at Fontainebleau. 

10. VAUTRIN - Twice a course winner but remains on the same mark as when well beaten at Longchamp. 

11. GOLD SHIVA - Fair sixth on debut and worth a glance on first outing at this venue. 

12. MR SLICKER - Just two placings from fourteen outings over this trip and looks best watched on that 

statistic. 

13. RONDO - The combination of first-time cheekpieces and Barzalona riding make him of some interest. 

14. ULTIMATUM - Received a 2.5kg rise in the weights for a narrow 1500m win here (AW). Noted. 

15. PEDRO THE FIRST - Supplemented runner but his course statistics leave little to be desired.  

16. CHARNOCK RICHARD - Hard to recommend on what he showed at Strasbourg. 

17. MANG'SEKO - Running fairly on the AW here and holds each-way claims. 

Summary: Dual AW winner IPPLING (3) finished a solid third over 1900m at Deauville AW latest. Major claims 
in this suitable affair. LOCKED N' LOADED (6) built on a string of good efforts when just prevailing tackling 
1500m on the AW here. Leading contender. ULTIMATUM (14) can go well following a narrow 1500m win here 
(AW). Chance upped 2.5kg. SHUT DOWN (4) cannot be ruled out after a good 1.25L third on the AW at Lyon-
la-Soie. Thereabouts. Another to note is RONDO (13) in the first-time blinkers. 

Selections 

IPPLING (3) - LOCKED N' LOADED (6) - ULTIMATUM (14) - SHUT DOWN (4) - RONDO (13) 


